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1.  Introduction 

Coming into the LCITO1 position on November 21st my plan was to focus on getting to know the key 
leaders and staff in the House and Senate, Revisor’s Office, and Research, climbing the learning curve 
regarding the many operational processes that drive the business of the Legislature, and evaluating the 
current state of the Legislative I/T environment.  As with most good intentions and well defined plans, 
reality set in about day three on the job and I quickly revised the plan and shifted into problem solving 
mode focusing most of my time on problem triage, issue prioritization, and issue resolution in advance 
of the fast approaching start of Session.   

With forty-five work days behind me, I can report that, in the context of managing problems and 
working on the high-priority 2do list items in preparation for and during the first several weeks of the 
Session, I have started to build some solid working relationships, climbed a bit of the learning curve, and 
had the opportunity to see and assess various facets of the Legislative I/T environment in action, up 
close and personal.   

My objective with this document is to use it as an ongoing working document and a forum to 
communicate two sets of information to the JCIT2 and the LCC3 (and for the presentation to the 
Government Efficiency Committee on Monday, January 30, 2012): 
-- One set of information is a summary of the current status of Legislative I/T work and the related 
issues, challenges, actions, and next steps. 
-- The second set of info involves sharing my initial and evolving impressions of the I/T environment, 
providing an overview of the critical I/T issues and challenges, and presenting my preliminary thinking 
and recommendations (for review and discussion) re actions we should take to improve the existing 
environment and more effectively stage for the future.   

This is intended to be a working document that can be updated periodically so as to provide status and 
futures-related thinking in a familiar format on a regular basis.  The document should also serve as a 
starting point for ongoing discussions and decision making regarding how we want to deal with the 
critical issues and challenges in the Legislative I/T space. 

Edition 1 and 2 of this document, published on 01/13 and 01/27/2012 respectively, were published 
without the assessment component and most of the supporting material.  These sections will evolve 
over time and were not yet completed - the first version of the assessment component is projected to 
be available by mid-February, 2012.  

  

                                                           
1 LCITO – Legislative Chief Information Technology Officer 
2 JCIT – Joint Committee on Information Technology 
3 LCC – Legislative Coordinating Committee 
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2.  Status:  Current Situation - Three Weeks into 2012 Session 

 a.  Overview 

As in prior years, most of Computer Services’ effort in November and December, 2011 was focused on 
preparing for Session start.  In Applications Services we stressed getting the various Divisions’ 2do lists 
consolidated and prioritized across the Legislative environment and attacked the high-priority items that 
rocketed to the top of the list in “crisis” mode (more on this in Initial Impressions).  In Technical Services 
we stressed setting the stage for Legislator and staff re-entry including hardware/software checks 
throughout the Capitol building, creating re-entry communications materials, recruiting/training the 
Session-specific support staff, and preparing targeted training materials and processes.  

2.  Status:  Current Situation - Three Weeks into 2012 Session 

b.  Legislative Applications  

In the Legislative Applications space (e.g., KLISS4, IRC5, Sliq-Scribe Pilot6) current status is a mix of 
positives and negatives and can be separated into two distinct areas: one area includes the actual issues 
with the KLISS application while the second area deals with the processes and tools we use to manage 
these inventory of issues and the work required to resolve the issues. 

On the positive side with respect to actual KLISS issues, KLISS core functionality, reliability, and integrity 
across Senate, House, Research, and Revisor’s areas are much improved compared to the situation 
during the 2011 Session start (and I appreciate the notion that this may not necessarily be the most 
meaningful or useful benchmark).  While we still have many open issues and continue to encounter new 
issues as certain functions within the system are used for the first time, much work has been done to 
address many of the problems and deficiencies with the KLISS application and also to improve its 
operational stability. 

Regarding management processes and tools, a positive re KLISS is that we have established a workable 
process for managing the KLISS workload based on a “Work Item List” structure - this is a 
comprehensive, consolidated list of open KLISS issues and requirements from across all Legislative 
functions/divisions and provides key information about each issue including narrative description, status 
chronology, priority, ownership, and task accountability.  The KLISS Leadership Team is moving, in 
measured steps, toward using this Work Item List to manage and prioritize all Legislative applications 
work.  Near-term the challenge for the Leadership Team and members of the Division staffs is to 
collectively develop the additional structure and discipline required to shift from the historic 
management habits (including combinations of ineffective attributes such as crisis-driven, reactive, 
open-loop, non-communicative, high-friction interaction, personal programmer silos, …). 

                                                           
4 KLISS – Kansas Legislative Information System and Services 
5 IRC – International Role Call - system used to manage voting process in Senate and House and also displays voting information in the House. 
   This system is integrated with KLISS (calendar items passed to IRC, voting info passed back to KLISS). 
6 Sliq-Scribe Pilot – system used by Committee Assistants and Research to organize calendars, minutes, and testimony.  This system is not yet  
  integrated with KLISS – currently working with vendor to define integration requirements. 
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Another notable positive re KLISS is the functionality and performance of the KLISS web applications 
(both internal, ILI, and external, ELI).  While there are still deficiencies that remain in the current web 
site, due in large part to the timing and compression of implementation, the functionality, look-and-feel, 
link integrity, and performance are workable and acceptable. 

On the negative side re KLISS issues, a large number of high-priority open issues drifted under the radar 
through the summer and autumn of 2011 without resolution and/or attention. In addition, a new crop 
of issues arose as we began “connecting the dots” prior to Session start by emulating complete, end-to-
end process flows in our test environments.  These open issues found voice in the November and 
December timeframe as the “potential crisis” represented by each issue collected into a crescendo of 
alarm as 2012 approached.  An updated working copy of the Work Item List is attached to this document 
as Exhibit A.1 Application Work Item Status Log (sorted by Work Item Priority).   

A quick scan of the first several pages of the attached Application Work Item Status Log provides a view 
of some of the highest priority items in the work queue.  As can be seen in the Status Log, there are 
numerous KLISS issues that evolve from: formatting text and tables across draft, bill, and final formats 
across KLISS domains; excessive manual composition work required to create print-ready copy; 
integration issues within KLISS; and integration issues with external systems (e.g., IRC). 
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2.  Status:  Current Situation - Three Weeks into 2012 Session 

c.  Session Technical Support and Training 

A relatively calm and orderly first week of Session is tribute to several factors: 
-- Solid preparatory work in “checking” on-site PC hardware and software, printer operation, IP 
addresses and drivers, telephone functionality, etc. 
-- Effective hardcopy and online communications and instructions provided to re-entering staff 
including: who to call re problems, “how to do” instructions re common issues (e.g., print drivers), 
schedule of training opportunities, and some simplification of legacy processes. 
-- Staff training prepared and delivered to address new and updated functions (e.g., Sliq, KLISS) 
-- Session support staff with needed training/skills and a service attitude (i.e., own the solution, establish 
a constructive, positive on-the-floor presence, be proactive, take care of the little things quickly, strive 
for an empty queue at end of day).   

While we have a good start, one of the challenges for ongoing Session support is to build on this base of 
goodwill by tweaking and tuning our delivery, processes, and skill/task matching as we proceed.  
Notable issues in the Session support area include:  
-- Sliq-Scribe Pilot training:  Re-entering staff participated in training on the new Sliq-Scribe Pilot system.  
During initial use of the system by the staff after this training there were a high number of calls to the 
Help Desk.  Almost all of these calls were a result of staff not fully understanding how to use the system 
and not to problems with the Sliq system.  Once we understood the number and nature of these Sliq-
related calls we organized a second round of training for staff on the Sliq system.  This second round of 
training was well attended by staff and resulted in a dramatic decrease in Sliq-related calls.  Staff are still 
climbing the learning curve on this new system and focused support and training will continue.   
-- Password security issue: An internal procedural failure resulted in the Legislator password file being 
placed on a non-secured folder for a short period of time.  No hacking or external intrusion was involved 
and no inappropriate access resulted.  Remediation to this issue involved resetting all Legislator 
passwords.  As a result of this incident, a project that was on the “future 2do list” was moved forward 
and is now underway to shift the password process from the current dictated-password approach to a 
self-service model. 

Other technical Work Items are available for review in an updated working copy of the Work Item List 
attached to this document as Exhibit A.2 Technical Work Item Status Log (sorted by Work Item Priority).   
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3.  Assessment: Initial Impressions  (not yet completed)    
   
 b.  Current State Issues and Future Opportunities (draft outline) 
  

 1.  Composition, critical gap in current functionality: ∑ pre-print formatting work 
 
 2.  Search, Query & Reporting 
  Structured search capability 
  Saved queries, query by example 
  Standard reports on demand 
 
 4.  Legislative Interface (internal & external) 
  Dynamic Chamber Calendar 
  Member Interface (MI) 
   Integrated with the LI 
   Member Dashboard 
   Member Notes 

 
5.  Constituent Services (legislative version of CRM – Customer Relationship Mgmt.) 

  Constituent Relationship Tracking (profiles, communications, notes, …) 
  Electronic Newsletter 
  Outlook integration 
  LI integration 
  
 6.  Geo-coding 
  Map Structure (data model) 
  Data (spreadsheets) 
  LI Integration 

 
7.  Video Services (beyond pilot) 
 Standard configuration 
   Streaming from multiple committee rooms 
 Captioning 

  
 8.  Electronic Message Boards 
  Outside of committee rooms 

Agenda & Minutes 
Committee video 

  
 9.  Legislator devices 
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5.  Supporting Material 
      a.  Organization Chart 

 

CITO 
Jim Miller 

Senior Technical Manager  
Major Chapman    

 

Senior Programmer (Python) 
Timothy O’Neal 

Manager Customer Services 
Don Kossler 

 

Senior Programmer (Java) 
Jordan McNeece 

  

Developer 
(open approved position) 

  

Network Specialist  
Travis Rose 

 

Data Center Technician  
Mike Baker 

Quality Assurance Tester 
Toni Coffee 

Session Support Staff 
Gregory Geurink 
Jeffery Ordiway 
Jenni Lucas-Brown 
Jeremy Oakley 
Sean Sherman 
Shiloh Englert 
Scott Smith 

Propylon Staff 
Local Leads:  Beth  
    Tyson 
Local Analyst/Developer: Kristy 
   David 
   Xxxxx 
Remote Analyst/Dev: Xxxxx 
Offshore Analyst/Dev: Xxxxx 
   Xxxxx 
   Xxxxx 
 

End User Support/Trainer 
(open approved position) 

Senior Developer 
Warren Smith 

 
 Network Services Manager 

Steve Roach 

Director of Application Services 
Alan Weis 

Legislative Coordinating 
Council 

Data Center Manager 
(not an approved position)    

 

QA/Test Administrator 
(not an approved position)    

 

Quality Assurance Tester 
Betany Riley 

Session Dispatch Receptionist 
Darlene Allen     

Director of Technical Services 
Terri Clark 
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5.  Supporting Material 
     b.  Applications Services Capability Map/Gap Profile 

Component (lay term) Component Name and Description Covered by Kansas 
Resource or GAP 

Propylon Resource 

Content Repository – Document and data 
store. 

TPOZ (Three Pillars of Zen) is the term used to 
describe the LRMS content repository. The main 
component parts – pillars - of TPOZ are the: 
--  event framework (known as “Skippy”) 

--  versioning content store (known as “Wells”) 
--  extensible metadata framework (known as “Codd”.) 

Software: Subversion, MySQL, ActiveMQ, Apache, 
and Python custom code. (Core) 

GAP in Kansas 
Resources 

Austin Roberts 
Kieran Fitzpatrick 

Thin Clients – Chamber and Legislative CI & LI Applications in custom python code. Warren Smith Austin Roberts 

Thin Client Interface Design Browser application user interface design using 
HTML and Javascript 

GAP in Kansas 
Resources 

David Suttle 

Think Client Barnum – repository manipulation and content 
editing  (Core) 

GAP in Kansas 
Resources 

Dublin Staff 

Think Client Applications Bapps – Barnum Applications – Java applications 
that are executed in conjunction with the thick 
client to manipulate files and folders in the 
repository, edit metadata, and/or edit document 
content. 

Jordan McNeece Andrew Waller 

Document Controls Pratchet - Extensible Word processor Scripting 
Framework. This component is a generalized 
framework+utility library for adding application 
specific behavior to Barnum utilizing the StarBasic 
and Python layer in OpenOffice. 

GAP in Kansas 
Resources 

Steve Lang 
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Component (lay term) Component Name and Description Covered by Kansas 
Resource or GAP 

Propylon Resource 

Document compilation and 
transformation. 

GASP – General Active Section Processor - This 
component is a framework and a set of utilities for 
aggregating assets together to form bigger assets 
whilst transforming the content in various ways. 
This capability is used in KLISS in permanent 
journal production, KSA volume production, 
budget analysis production, report generation, etc. 

GAP in Kansas 
Resources 

David Higgins 

Zone Search Lucene & Solr xml indexing and search system to 
fully index zone repositories based on user role 
and virtual view. 

GAP in Kansas 
Resources 

John Byrne 

Chamber Automation Base System CA repository structure, metadata structure, data 
content, & process flow. 

Timothy O'Neal 
Kristy Burns 
Matt Smith 

Law Making Base System LM repository structure, metadata structure, data 
content, & process flow. 

Chad Champney (Rev) 
Sandy Sadowski (Rev) 

Jordan McNeece 

Tyson Deines 
Steve Lang 

David Higgins 

Decision Support Base System DS repository structure, metadata structure, data 
content, & process flow. 

Jordan McNeece Andrew Waller 

Global Zone GL repository structure, metadata structure, data 
content, & process flow. 

Alan Weis 
Matt Smith 

Austin Roberts 

Post Commit Services PCS - Post Commit Services – server side 
applications that receive repository commit 
messages from TPOZ and take action based on the 
commit message. 

Warren Smith Austin Roberts 

KLISS RESTian Interface RESTian API GAP in Kansas 
Resources 

Austin Roberts 
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Component (lay term) Component Name and Description Covered by Kansas 
Resource or GAP 

Propylon Resource 

Vote System Interface IRC API GAP in Kansas 
Resources 

Austin Roberts 

Committee System Interface SLIQ system – committee agenda and minute data 
imported into KLISS.  Currently under design. 

GAP in Kansas 
Resources 

Austin Roberts 

Interzone Communications Hermes – transfers documents between the LM, 
CA, DS, & GL zones. 

GAP in Kansas 
Resources 

David Higgins 
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4.  Supporting Material 
     b.  Technical Services Capability Map/Gap Profile (see explanatory legend on the following page) 

Service  Staff 
Vendor 

Dependency 
Network Services 

AD, Firewall 
 Steve Roach OITS 

Exchange 
Server/Outlook Email 

 Travis Rose AOS 

PC/Printer Support   Dell, Logan, Xerox 

Avamar Grid Backup 
System 

  EMC 

Data Centers   APC, OITS 

OpenFire/Spark 
Instant Messaging 

   

KLISS Servers/VMWare 
 Mike Baker EMC, Hewlett 

Packard 

Clariion SAN   EMC 

KLISS OS/3rd Party Tools  Major 
Chapman 

Propylon 

KLISS Hosted Website   OITS 

Streaming Video   Sliq Technologies 

IRC Voting Systems  Terri Clark IRC 

Audio Systems   Mission Elec., av+ 
design, OITS 

VOIP   OITS, Cisco 

Desktop Application 
Support 

 Don Kossler  

Training  Service 
Technicians 
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Sliq/Scribe Pilot 
Agenda/Minutes 

  Sliq Technologies 
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4.  Supporting Material 
     b.  Technical Services Capability Map/Gap Profile (Explanatory Legend) 

 

Services 

Red = High Risk, Concerns about ability of state staff to maintain system due to lack of expertise or time 

Yellow = Medium Risk, State staff has expertise to maintain system but has time constraints 

Green = Low Risk, State staff has expertise and time to manage system 

 

Arrows 

Black = Primary support person 

Lavender = Secondary support person 

 

Vendor Dependency 

Red = High Risk, Concerns about vendor availability, stability, cost   

Yellow = Medium Risk, Some concerns about vendor availability, stability, cost, knowledge transfer 

Green = Low Risk, Vendor has strong history of reliability, availability, stable cost structure 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
5.  Exhibits 

     Exhibit A.1   Application Work Item Status Log                   (this Exhibit begins on the next page) 

     Exhibit A.2   Technical Work Item Status Log                      (this Exhibit begins after Exhibit A.1) 
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